
C SEED M1
 
The C SEED M1 pushes every 
existing envelope – with its 
philosophy, design and 
technology. Brace yourself for a 
never-before TV experience: Far 
beyond the capabilities of LCD 
and OLED, the latest 4K MicroLED 
technology creates amazingly 
vibrant colors and a truly 

stunning resolution with 1,000 
nits brightness and  64 billion 
colors. The all-important black is 
deep and accurate like never 
before because of a special 
screen surface treatment. At the 
push of a button, the floor opens 
and within seconds, a sleek 
column of machined aluminum   

    
 
rises silently from the ground, 
unfolding a 165 inch screen of 
impressive size and settles down 
smoothly to provide you with an 
overwhelming entertainment 
experience. Understatement is 
the art of impressing without 
visible effort. C SEED M1 is the 
essence of elegance.

   
Lean back in your favorite  
fauteuil and switch the remote 
control. Pick content from the 
integrated 4K media server and 
enjoy a viewing experience that, 
up to now, was simply unavailable 
outside a private movie theatre 
in a remote corner of your 
mansion.

THE WORLD‘S FIRST  THE WORLD‘S FIRST  
UNFOLDING INDOOR TVUNFOLDING INDOOR TV



“What if?” Every success story 
starts with this question. “What if 
we took a solid block of 
aviation grade aluminum alloy 
and machined the screen frame 
out of that?” 
“You mean like Michelangelo 
created his David out of a single 

block of marble?”
“Precisely.”
“Well – we would wind up with an 
unparalleled stiffness-to-weight 
ratio, with huge advantages  
for the folding kinetics and the 
picture quality.”
“Lets do it.”

THE SINGLE BLOCK 
AEROSPACE FRAME

–  C SEED machines the bionic 
framework of the M1 from solid 
blocks of aerospace grade 
aluminum. For lifelong totally 
torsion-free integrity. 

– The system is fitted with 
ultrasonic safety sensors that 
reliably protect its kinematic 
functions.  

– For ultimate viewing comfort, 
the screen rotates 180 degrees 
in every direction to provid         
the perfect viewing angle. 

– For uncluttered design  
elegance, the sound bar  
is an integrated part of the 
frame.

– For perfect harmony with 
every design environment, the 
C SEED M1 is available in four 
frame colors: C SEED  Black,  
C SEED Titanium, C SEED Silver 
and C SEED Gold. 

TOTAL INTEGRITY FRAME

Creating the M1, C SEED relied 
on one guiding principle: When 
making choices, simply pick the 
uncompromising best in design, 
engineering, technology and 
precision. That way, we wound up 
with the one and only foldable 4K 
screen in a machined metal frame 
- and the most breathtaking TV 
experience ever.

CREATE CREATE 
DIFFERENTDIFFERENT



TOTAL  
QUALITY SOUND
Every C SEED M1 comes with 
onboard 2.1 high-end audio for 
total quality sound to match the 
screen´s unparalleled visual  
quality, with the soundbar 
organically integrated into the 
frame design. Of course, the 
necessary interfaces for latest 
external audio up to 9.2 are on 
board as well. 

A D A P T I V E  G A P  C A L I B R AT I O N

TOTALLY TOTALLY 
SEAMLESS: AGC  SEAMLESS: AGC  
ADAPTIVE GAP ADAPTIVE GAP 
CALIBRATIONCALIBRATION

Folding high-resolution MicroLED 
screens are here – the luxury TV 
revolution is on. Folding screen 
pioneer C SEED leads the way  
with the game-changing  
Adaptive Gap Calibration:  AGC is 
an automatic distance 
measuring and calibration system 
that creates totally seamless 
foldable TV surfaces, free from 
any visible gaps. 

High-resolution sensors detect 
potential offsets between the 
folding TV wings, measuring 
fractions of millimeters and 
autonomously calibrating the 
corresponding LEDs´ specific 
brightness to render gaps 
invisible. C SEED´s AGC 
technology guarantees the 
perfectly seamless indoor TV 
experience. 

7.1 Speaker Setup
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THE C SEED M1 IS AVAILABLE IN THESE ELEGANT COLORS
C SEED Silver - C SEED Gold – C SEED Black - C SEED Titanium

C SEED Silver C SEED Black

C SEED Gold C SEED Titanium



The information and specifications contained  in 
this brochure are for information purposes  only 
and are subject to change without prior notice.

FEATURESFEATURES
INDOOR M1 MICROLED INDOOR M1 MICROLED 
TV 165 INCHTV 165 INCH

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS TV   
LED TV size (diagonal) inch/mm 165 / 4196   
LED TV size (width) inch/mm 144 / 3657  
LED TV size (height) inch/mm 81 / 2057 
Standard LED screen (depth) inch/mm 3.9 / 100 
LED TV area sq ft/m² 81 / 7.53  
Total system weight kg 1,350  
   
TV SYSTEM
Resolution   4K (UHD)
Rotation (left/right) degrees 180
Brightness  nits 1,000
Pixel pitch    mm 0.9  
Processing depth bit 16 per color 
Color spectrum colors 64 billion 
Refresh rate Hz 1,920 
Lifespan LED h 100,000 
Contrast ratio  30,000:1 
Color temperature K 6,500 - 9,000 
Viewing angle- horizontal | vertical degrees 160 | 140
Operating temperature range °C 0 - 40
Broadband speaker peak out W 2 x 250
Broadband speaker frequency range Hz 40 - 22,000
Subwoofer peak out W 1 x 700 
Subwoofer frequency range Hz 24 - 200
      
INPUT / OUTPUT   
Video input                                 1 x HDMI, HDCP 2.2 support
Serial in/output  2 x USB, 1 x RS232 
Audio output  11.2, independent sub
Network connection  1 x RJ45 
   
OPERATION   
Power supply LED screen  3 x 400V+N+PE/32A/50-60Hz AC (3~)
Input power max | typical W/m² 480 | 160 
Power consumption  max | typical kW 3.6 | 1.2  

SPECIFIC FEATURES    
 Adaptive Gap Calibration (AGC)
 Automatic TV Cover with Flush Mount Floor Option
 Sound system 2.1
 4 individual colors
 TV rotation 180° left/right
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